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COMPRESSION & REBOUND ADJUSTMENT
The compression damping is adjusted with a compression adjustment. 

Completely clockwise is your zero point, from here you start counting and this is the hardest damping.

This adjustment is there to make the motor more stable,  the further this adjustment is closed the more stable
your motor will be only you will also lose traction. If you open the adjustment with 24 clicks,  the damper will feel
softer and you’ll ride better on small dribbles, but this might make the motor less stable. 

Anticlockwise makes the damping softer when landing after a jump. 
If you open the adjustment to much, the motor will be more difficult to control. 
Especially on sand courts with large holes.

The rebound damping is responsible for traction and stability. Counting starts from closed, which is when you 
rotate the adjustment all the way to the right. 

A close rebound adjustment means a ‘slow’ rebound damping: great for stability, but a little slow if you have lots
of small bumps. When you open the rebound adjustment (rotate to the left) the damper gets quicker which gives 
more traction. However, this may give you a ‘nervous’ feeling in the motor. 

There is a difference in driving on hard or sand tracks. We recommend to drive with 2 to 3 clicks more open on hard 
tracks. When driving on sand tracks you can close the rebound damping a little more. 

The perfect solution for the problems with your fork. The preload is accurately 
adjustable. The constant damping will give you more comfort when driving. 
And your front fork won’t sag. The preload is adjustable with 4 steps 
(4mm in total).

To avoid the front fork from bottoming on hard impacts, for instance after a big jump, each front fork is equipped 
with a hydro stop. With this option the damping force increases on the last part of the compression stroke so 
you will have no hard stop at the end of the compression stroke. 

ADJUSTABLE PRELOAD

HYDRO STOP
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Compression damping Rebound damping

Compression damping Compression damping

Whole damping range

If the fork feels too hard at short hard bumps 
on your steer / hands, open the adjustment.

Used to be a rebound adjustment, is a 
compression adjustment now.

Whole damping range

Open more (turn counter clockwise) on 
short hard bumps.

Close (turn clockwise) on sand track with 
longer bumps.

Rebound damping on the upper right stops.

Upper part of the damping

If the front wheel feels like it is flat, you should 
close this adjustment.

If the fork feels very hard at small bumps you 
should open the adjustment more.

You can adjust the feeling of the front fork 
very well with this adjustment. However, this 
adjustment reacts very stronly on the clicks.

Turn clockwise means you have less feeling 
in the fork, but this gives you more stability. 

Last 60 mm of damper travel

Open more (turn clockwise) on short 
hard bumps.

Close (turn counter clockwise) on sand 
track with longer bumps.

Always keep +/- 10 mm spare travel.

FRONT VIEW MOTOR
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COMPRESSION PROGRESSIVE SYSTEM
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Use a torque wrench for the assembly of your front fork:

 - Upper triple clamps 17 Nm
 - Lower triple clamps 11 Nm

Don’t tighten the triple clamps to firmly, this can affect the functioning of the front fork. 
When this happens it may feel hard and rigid.

Assemble the axle without tightening the axle clamps. When the axle, the disc brake 
and the front wheel are assembled, you press the front fork in a couple times so the
front fork can set itself on the axle.

After that you can tighten the axle clamp bolts.

If the front fork is assembled skewly it will cause more wear and tear on the moving
parts of your front fork.

FRONT FORK ASSEMBLY

FRONT WHEEL ASSEMBLY
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The tool you can use to adjust your front fork preload adjuster.

We are more than happy to help you with any questions. Please contact us:

Phone: +31 (0)575 - 46 20 77
E-mail. info@reigersuspension.com

PRELOAD ADJUSTER TOOL
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